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Background: Environmental exposures in early life have been implicated in the aetiology of inflammatory
bowel disease.
Objective: To examine environmental risk factors prior to the development of inflammatory bowel disease
in a paediatric population based case control study.
Methods: A total of 222 incident cases of Crohn’s disease and 60 incident cases of ulcerative colitis
occurring before 17 years of age between January 1988 and December 1997 were matched with one
control subject by sex, age, and geographical location. We recorded 140 study variables in a
questionnaire that covered familial history of inflammatory bowel disease, events during the perinatal
period, infant and child diet, vaccinations and childhood diseases, household amenities, and the family’s
socioeconomic status.
Results: In a multivariate model, familial history of inflammatory bowel disease (odds ratio (OR) 4.3 (95%
confidence interval 2.3–8)), breast feeding (OR 2.1 (1.3–3.4)), bacille Calmette-Guerin vaccination (OR
3.6 (1.1–11.9)), and history of eczema (OR 2.1 (1–4.5)) were significant risk factors for Crohn’s disease
whereas regular drinking of tap water was a protective factor (OR 0.56 (0.3–1)). Familial history of
inflammatory bowel disease (OR 12.5 (2.2–71.4)), disease during pregnancy (OR 8.9 (1.5–52)), and
bedroom sharing (OR 7.1 (1.9–27.4)) were risk factors for ulcerative colitis whereas appendicectomy was
a protective factor (OR 0.06 (0.01–0.36)).
Conclusions: While family history and appendicectomy are known risk factors, changes in risk based on
domestic promiscuity, certain vaccinations, and dietary factors may provide new aetiological clues.

he pathophysiology of inflammatory bowel diseases
(IBD) is still unknown but epidemiological studies show
clear evidence of genetic susceptibility.1 2 This evidence
has been supplemented by molecular genetic data from
genome wide linkage scans and candidate gene studies.
Identification of the first IBD susceptibility gene, NOD2/
CARD15, has been a major breakthrough in genetic research
and may provide a key step towards unravelling the aetiology
of the disease. However, fundamental features of IBD such as
the significant geographical variation in disease incidence
and rapid rise in the incidence of Crohn’s disease (CD) over
the past century cannot be accounted for by genetic
predisposition alone.3 4
There is accumulating evidence that events early in life
may have long term effects on health and disease. Several
epidemiological studies have suggested a role for perinatal or
childhood events in the aetiology of IBD.3 4 Both non-specific
exposures and specific exposures have been studied. Nonspecific exposures include gastroenteritis and other nonspecific infections. Specific exposures include measles virus
infection and vaccines, appendicectomy, and passive smoking. As for autoimmune diseases, a consistent finding in early
observational studies for both CD and ulcerative colitis (UC)
was the association between high socioeconomic status and
an increased risk.5–7 An attractive theory to explain this
association is that it may result from a decrease in the
prevalence of early childhood infections.8 However, there are
no solid data indicating either a positive or negative role of
hygiene in the development of IBD.
A registry of IBD (EPIMAD) has been running in Northern
France since 1988.9 10 It provides access to a large population
based cohort of patients with IBD which is suitable for
environmental studies. Here we report the results of a case

control study examining environmental risk factors prior to
the development of IBD in the subset of patients who were
less than 17 years old at diagnosis.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study design
This was a population based matched case control study.
Cases were all patients from the EPIMAD registry who had a
diagnosis of either CD or UC between January 1988 and
December 1997 and were less than 17 years old at the time of
IBD diagnosis. Controls were randomly selected from telephone number lists (random digit dialling) and matched 1:1
to each case by age (¡2 years), sex, and living area (region).
Case identification and diagnostic criteria
The study area was the northern part of France which has
5 790 526 inhabitants (1999 national population census) and
is divided into four regions: Nord, Pas-de-Calais, Somme, and
Seine-Maritime. The paediatric population under 17 years of
age is as follows: Nord = 593 837; Pas de Calais = 332 228
(these 2 regions constitute and will be referred as the NordPas de Calais region); Somme = 115 969; Seine-Maritime =
270 107 (total 1 312 141). The methodology of the EPIMAD
registry has previously been described in details.9 10 Briefly,
interviewer practitioners collected data on all patients
diagnosed between 1 January 1988 and 31 December 1997
from all gastroenterologists (including paediatric gastroenterologists) in the whole area. Only patients who had
been residents in the defined study areas at the time of
Abbreviations: IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; CD, Crohn’s disease;
UC, ulcerative colitis; BCG, bacille Calmette-Guerin; MMR, measlesmumps-rubella; OR, odds ratio
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Table 1

Sociodemographic characteristics of the children and parents

Sex
Male
Female
Median age at diagnosis (y)
Living area
Nord-Pas de Calais
Somme
Seine Maritime
Child’s educational level
(5 y
5–11 y
12 y
.12 y
Siblings
No sibling
Older siblings
Younger siblings
Father’s educational level
(5 y
5–11 y
12 y
.12 y
Mother’s educational level
(5 y
5–11 y
12 y
.12 y

Ulcerative colitis

Cases (%)
(n = 222)

Controls (%)
(n = 222)

120 (54)
102 (46)
13.5

120 (54)
102 (46)
—

23 (38)
37 (62)
14.1

23 (38)
37 (62)
—

152 (68)
34 (15)
36 (17)

152 (68)
34 (15)
36 (17)

46 (77)
4 (6)
10 (17)

46 (77)
4 (6)
10 (17)

Controls (%)
(n = 60)

0 (0)
28 (47)
10 (17)
22 (36)

3 (5)
23 (38)
16 (27)
18 (30)

7 (12)
40
37

7 (12)
29
28

7 (12)
35 (58)
7 (12)
10 (18)

1 (2)
31 (52)
12 (20)
15 (25)

5 (8)
41 (68)
8 (13)
6 (11)

4 (7)
32 (53)
11 (18)
13 (22)

0.58
12
86
49
75

(5)
(39)
(22)
(34)

10
97
41
74

(5)
(44)
(18)
(33)

17 (8)
137
130

33 (15)
114
121

37 (17)
118 (53)
28 (13)
35 (17)

28 (13)
115 (52)
37 (17)
38 (18)

34 (15)
123 (55)
30 (13)
35 (17)

30 (14)
116 (52)
43 (19)
33 (15)

0.02
0.02
0.39
0.44

Questionnaires
Trained investigators personally interviewed both the study
subject and his (her) mother at home. Investigators and
participants were blind to the study hypotheses. Questions
covered the period from birth to the date of diagnosis or
corresponding period for controls (from birth to age at
diagnosis of the matched case). The ‘‘carnet de santé’’
(paediatric health booklet that is mandatory in France for
infants, children, and adolescents, with information on
pregnancy, delivery, child’s growth, vaccination, childhood
infections, etc) was required to validate questions about the
child’s health. A questionnaire was devised comprising 140
questions relating to six different areas: (i) family history of
IBD; (ii) perinatal period (disease during pregnancy, gestational age at birth, birth weight and height, and infection and
hospitalisation during the first month of life); (iii) infant and
child diet (including questions on passive and active smoking); (iv) childhood infections (measles, mumps, rubella,
chicken pox, whooping cough, croup, scarlet fever, hepatitis),
other childhood diseases (asthma, eczema), surgery (tonsillectomy, adenoidectomy, appendicectomy, and others) and
vaccines (measles- mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine, bacille
Calmette-Guerin vaccine (BCG), diphtheria, tetanus, poliomyelitis, pertussis vaccine, and others). In France, smallpox
vaccination within the first two years of life was mandatory
until 1978 and BCG within the first six years of life until the
present. More than one dose of BCG can be administered in
the case of a negative skin tuberculin test; (v) home amenities (presence of bathroom, hot water, mains drainage, septic
tank, etc), water consumption (tap water, bottle water, water
from well), type and size of housing (flat, house, other), and
presence of animals (pets, others animals). Area was

p Value

0.16

0.55

diagnosis of their disease were included. A final diagnosis of
CD or UC was made by two expert gastroenterologists and
recorded as definite, probable, or possible, following criteria
previously published.9 For the purpose of this study, only
patients with definite or probable CD or UC were considered.

www.gutjnl.com

Cases (%)
p Value (n = 60)

1
0.05
0.14

0.24

registered as urban or rural according to the INSEE (French
national statistics institute) classification of French communities. For each house, entry date and leaving date were
registered allowing evaluation of the duration of exposure to
each risk factor. If there were major changes in housing
(septic tank replaced by mains drainage, for example), it was
considered as two different housings; (vi) parents’ and
child’s socioeconomic status. Total duration of the interview
was approximately two hours. A copy of the interview form is
available on request from one of the authors (CGR).
Data management
Each investigator coded most of the answers for computer
analysis using standard rules. Questionnaires were sent to
the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Lille
University Hospital, and the remaining answers were coded
and incoherences checked. Particular attention was paid to
the date of each event in order to consider only those
occurring before the onset of disease for cases and in the
corresponding time period for controls.
Parents of affected children or controls and children who
were more than 18 years at the time of inquiry gave informed
written consent. Approval for the survey was obtained from
local and national ethics committees for human studies.
Statistical analysis
Separate analysis was performed for patients with CD and
their matched controls, and for patients with UC and their
matched controls. Characteristics of the populations were
described using median values (with 25th and 75th
percentiles) for quantitative variables and frequencies for
qualitative variables.
Univariate associations between potential risk factors and
CD or UC were compared with tests for matched series: for
qualitative variables the McNemar x2 test was used and for
quantitative variables the Wilcoxon rank sum test. A p value
of ,0.05 was considered to denote a statistically significant
difference. In multivariate analysis, based on conditional
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Association of Crohn’s disease (CD) with childhood factors: univariate analysis

controls
controls

65
14
141

controls
controls

66
41
115

controls
controls

35
12
175

controls
controls

16
32
184

controls
controls

23
11
188

controls
controls

17
6
199

controls
controls

18
7
197

controls
controls

25
49
148

controls
controls

58
27
148

OR

95% CI

4.6

2.6–8.3

1.6

1.1–2.4

2.9

1.5–5.6

0.5

0.35–0.9

2.1

1–4.3

2.8

1.1–7.2

2.6

1.1–6.2

0.5

0.3–0.8

1.6

1–2.4

Results are expressed as odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence interval (CI).
IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; MMR, measles-mumps-rubella; BCG, bacille Calmette Guerin.

logistic regression, variables with a p value ,0.2 in the
univariate analysis were proposed for entry into the model.
Potential confounding factors were proposed in the model.
We used a forward procedure in which we set p = 0.1 for the
independent variables to enter into the model. In most
paediatric studies, mother’s educational level is the most
relevant variable associated with child’s health and child’s
use of health services. Therefore, in multivariate analysis,
results were adjusted on mother’s educational level and
father’s educational level, irrespective of statistical significance in the univariate analysis. Adequacy of the models to
the data was tested using the Hosmer and Lesmeshow test.
For multivariate analysis, odds ratios (OR) and confidence
intervals (CI) were estimated by maximising the conditional
likelihood function. Univariate and multivariate analyses
were performed using SAS V8 software (SAS Institute, Cary,
North Carolina, USA).

RESULTS
Cohort description (table 1)
All IBD cases but two and all selected controls agreed to
participate in the study. No child had died since 1988 and all
natural mothers were available for interview. Two children
who moved from the area were lost to follow up. Four pairs
were not maintained in the study because of inappropriate
matching. Among the 282 remaining subjects, 222 had CD
and 60 had UC. Median age at diagnosis was 13.5 years for
CD (interquartile range 11–15) and 14 years for UC (11–15).
There was a majority of males in the CD group (54%) and a
majority of females in the UC group (61.6%); 70.3% of
children were from the Nord-Pas de Calais region, 13.4%
from Somme, and 16.3% from Seine Maritime, reflecting the

respective populations of each region. A total of 3525 phone
calls were made in order to recruit 282 controls (8%): 905
people (26%) answered, among whom 554 did not meet the
inclusion criteria. Among the 351 remaining who met the
inclusion criteria, 69 did not want to participate. Educational
level was similar in cases and controls (p = 0.9). There was no
significant difference between cases and controls regarding
socioeconomic status (mother and father) or parents’
educational level. The paediatric health booklet was available
for 96% of patients and 93% of controls. Patients with CD had
more siblings than controls (p = 0.02) and patients with CD
and UC had more older siblings than controls (p = 0.02 and
p = 0.05, respectively).
Crohn’s disease
Due to the number of questions, only positive findings are
reported and what we consider the most important results.

Univariate analysis (table 2)
Family IBD history

A family history of IBD was the strongest risk factor for CD in
univariate analysis with an OR of 4.6 (95% CI 2.6–8.3;
p,0.001).
Perinatal period

No specific factor was associated with CD in univariate
analysis. None of the mothers reported measles during
pregnancy. Gestational age and anthropometric measurements at birth were similar in cases and controls.
Infant and child diet

Breast feeding, either partial or exclusive, was a risk factor for
CD with an OR of 1.6 (1.1–2.4; p = 0.01) and of 1.6 (1.1–2.5;
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CD
Familial history of IBD
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Breast feeding
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Eczema
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
MMR vaccination
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Smallpox vaccination
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
BCG vaccination
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Poliomyelitis vaccination
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Tap water consumption
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Bedroom sharing
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
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Table 3 Association of Crohn’s disease with childhood
factors: multivariate analysis
CI

p Value

4.3
2.1
2.1
3.6
0.6

2.3–8
1.3–3.4
1–4.5
1.1–11.9
0.3–1

,0.001
0.003
0.04
0.03
0.05

Home amenities

Results are expressed as odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence interval
(CI).
IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; BCG, bacille Calmette-Guerin.

p = 0.01), respectively. CD children were breast fed exclusively and non-exclusively on average two weeks more than
controls but the difference was not significant (10 weeks v
eight weeks, and eight weeks v six weeks, respectively)
(p = 0.08). There was no significant difference in the age of
introduction of flour, meat, and vegetables. There was no
difference between cases and controls for passive smoking
due to parents or caregivers (OR 0.84 (0.55–1.3)).

More than 95% of children had permanent access to separate
bathrooms and fixed hot water during their whole childhood.
CD cases reported less tap water consumption than controls
(OR 0.5 (0.3–0.8); p = 0.006). CD children shared their
bedroom with family members more often (OR 1.6 (1–2.4);
p = 0.02).

Multivariate analysis (table 3)
In multivariate analysis, adjusted for mother’s educational
level, five variables remained significant: family history of
IBD, breast feeding, history of eczema, and BCG vaccination
were independent risk factors while drinking tap water was
protective.

Childhood diseases, vaccinations

There were no significant differences between cases and
controls regarding measles, (OR 1.1 (0.7–1.6)), mumps,
rubella, or other infections. Eczema before the age of two
years was more frequent in CD than in controls with an OR of
2.9 (1.5–5.6; p = 0.001). Appendicectomy was a risk factor for
CD (OR 1.7). Surgical and pathological reports of appendicectomies were then reviewed when appendicectomy was
performed within one year before the onset of symptoms (13
children). Appendicectomy revealed CD in 9/13 cases and was
thus considered incidental. After excluding these cases the
association did not remain significant. No difference was
noted between CD and controls regarding other surgeries
frequently performed during childhood such as adenoidectomy and tonsillectomy. CD children were exposed more often
Table 4

Ulcerative colitis

Univariate analysis (table 4)
Family IBD history

A family history of IBD was the strongest risk factor for UC in
univariate analysis with an OR of 5 (1.45–17.2; p = 0.005).
Perinatal period

Disease during pregnancy, including risk of premature
delivery (n = 6), hormonal treatment (n = 2), hypertension
(n = 3), rubella vaccine (n = 2), and other (n = 4), were more
frequent in mothers of UC patients (OR 4.67 (1.3–16.1);
p = 0.008). None of the mothers reported measles during
pregnancy.

Association of ulcerative colitis (UC) with childhood factors. Univariate analysis
UC

Familial history of IBD
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Disease during pregnancy*
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Sucrose supplemented milk
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Appendicectomy
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Smallpox vaccination
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Poliomyelitis vaccination
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs
Bedroom sharing
Pairs with exposed cases/non-exposed
Pairs with non-exposed cases/exposed
Concordant pairs

controls
controls

15
3
42

controls
controls

14
3
43

controls
controls

18
8
34

controls
controls

3
11
46

controls
controls

10
1
49

controls
controls

7
1
52

controls
controls

24
7
29

OR

95% CI

5

1.45–17.2

4.7

1.3–16.1

2.25

1–5.2

0.3

0.1–0.95

10

1.3–208

7

1.1–151

3.4

1.5–7.9

Values are expressed as odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence interval (CI).
*Disease during pregnancy: risk of premature delivery (n = 6); hormonal treatment during pregnancy (n = 2);
hypertension (n = 3); rubella vaccine (n = 2); and other (n = 4).
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Family IBD history
Breast feeding
Eczema
BCG vaccination
Drinking tap water

OR

to smallpox vaccination (OR 2.1 (1–4.3); p = 0.04), poliomyelitis vaccination (OR 2.6 (1.1–6.2); p = 0.03), and BCG
vaccination (OR 2.8 (1–4.3); p = 0.04). For BCG, there was a
dose effect: OR 2.6 (1–6.5; p = 0.05) for one shot versus no
vaccination, and OR 3.65 (1.4–9.7; p = 0.01) for more than
one shot versus no vaccination. CD children were exposed
less often to MMR vaccination (OR 0.5 (0.35–0.9); p = 0.01).

Environment and paediatric inflammatory bowel disease

Family IBD history
Disease during pregnancy
Bedroom sharing
Appendicectomy

OR

CI

p Value

12.5
8.9
7.1
0.06

2.2–71.4
1.5–52
1.9–27.4
0.01–0.36

0.005
0.02
0.004
0.002

Values are expressed as odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence interval
(CI).
IBD, inflammatory bowel disease.

Infant and child diet

Children with UC received sucrose supplemented milk more
often than controls (OR 2.25 (1–5.2); p = 0.05). There was no
significant difference in the age of introduction of flour,
meat, and vegetables. As in CD, there was no difference for
passive smoking between UC and controls.
Childhood diseases, vaccinations

Appendicectomy was a strong protective factor for UC with
an OR of 0.3 (0.1–0.95; p = 0.03). There were no significant
differences between cases and controls regarding childhood
infectious diseases, including mumps, measles, and rubella.
UC cases were more often vaccinated against smallpox and
poliomyelitis with no differences for other vaccinations,
including MMR, BCG, and hepatitis B.
Home amenities

All but three children had permanent access to separate bathroom and fixed hot water. In UC, there was no difference in
water consumption or water evacuation. UC children shared
their bedroom more often (OR 3.4 (1.5–7.9); p = 0.002).

Multivariate analysis (table 5)
When adjusting for mother’s educational level, four variables
remained significant: family history of IBD, disease during
pregnancy, and bedroom sharing, as independent risk factors,
and appendicectomy as an independent protective factor.

DISCUSSION
Our study addressed for the first time in a population based
cohort the hypothesis that the development of IBD is
associated with early childhood events. Our findings confirm
the importance of familial IBD as a risk factor and the strong
inverse association between appendicectomy and subsequent
UC. It revealed that breast feeding and BCG may be
associated with an increased risk of CD. Conversely, no
evidence was found for the hygiene hypothesis.
The validity of these findings depends on the reduction of
bias and confoundings. We used a population based incident
series which was representative of the spectrum of IBD. All
children who had a diagnosis of certain or probable CD and
UC within the study period were offered a place in the study.
No deaths occurred in this population since 1988 and only
two patients were lost to follow up. The predominance of CD
over UC has been a consistent finding in our area,9 10
explaining the limited number of UC cases recruited. More
males with CD and more females with UC (which differs
from the distribution observed in adults) has also been a
consistent finding in our paediatric population since 1988.
We also assume that controls were representative of the
general population as they were randomly selected using
telephone number lists. Recall bias was minimised by
interviewing both children and mothers at home and by
checking answers to questions in the paediatric health
booklet which was available for almost all cases and controls.

A positive family history was the strongest risk factor for
IBD. Having a first degree relative with IBD represents the
single most important factor determining an individual’s risk
of developing the disease.2 Polito et al reported the proportion of
patients with relatives affected with IBD according to age at
diagnosis in the proband.11 Thirty per cent of patients
diagnosed under 20 years of age had a positive family history,
decreasing to 18% for those diagnosed between 20 and 39 years
of age, and to 13% among those diagnosed after 40 years.
Gilat et al noted a lower than expected rate of appendicectomy in patients diagnosed with UC in childhood.12
Thirteen published case control studies were summarised
by Koutroubakis et al13 concluding that appendicectomy
reduced the risk of UC by 69% (62–75%). The inverse relation
between UC and appendicectomy was particularly strong in
our paediatric population with an OR of 0.06. Other studies
have noted that this relation was stronger with appendicectomy performed before the age of 20 years.14 15 Several studies
found an increased frequency of appendicectomy in CD
patients.16 17 Abdominal pain caused by incipient CD at the
time of appendicectomy has been thought to explain this
association.18 This was confirmed in our series in which 9/13
appendectomies performed within one year before the onset
of symptoms were actually undetected CD at the time of
operation. In a large cohort study, the risk of CD associated
with appendicectomy remained when the follow up started
10 years after appendicectomy, arguing against this hypothesis.19 Nevertheless, patients operated on before the age of
10 years had a low risk, suggesting an age dependent
difference in the pathogenesis of appendicitis.19
We explored various factors relevant to the infectious
hypothesis in IBD and conversely the hygiene hypothesis.
Lack of infections in early childhood could increase the risk of
IBD later in life. Studies by Gent and colleagues20 and Duggan
and colleagues14 showing that CD was more common in
children who had access to a hot water supply and a separate
bathroom supported this hypothesis. We could not confirm
this finding as almost all cases and controls had access to
these facilities. Earlier work by Gilat and colleagues12 was
also unable to support this hypothesis. Bedroom sharing was
a risk factor for both CD and UC in univariate analysis and
for UC in multivariate analysis (adjusted on educational level
and family size). This may be a surrogate marker of exposure
to infections early in life because the more crowded the living
conditions, the more frequent is exposure to infections.
Children with IBD also had more older siblings than controls.
In recent studies, it was shown that the number of older
siblings conferred an incremental increased risk of developing UC21 and that lower birth rank, as a possible indicator of
increased childhood infection exposure, was associated with
a higher risk of IBD.22 These findings are consistent with the
observation that older siblings increase the risk and severity
of secondary infections in younger siblings. The role of
infections early in life has been the focus of many investigations. Increased frequency of gastroenteritis,23 and respiratory12 and perinatal24 infections in IBD has been reported. A
history of frequent childhood infections or exposure to
antibiotics has also been proposed as a risk factor for IBD.25
Our study thus adds to the notion that indicators of childhood infection exposure are associated with an increased risk
of IBD. On the other hand, drinking tap water made a
significant contribution to the multivariate model in CD.
Source of drinking water has not previously been recognised
as a risk or protective factor in IBD. One explanation could be
the presence in tap water of harmless environmental species
(as opposed to infectious organisms) which may have a
particular ability to trigger regulatory T cells.26
An increased risk of IBD among persons born during a
measles epidemic27 as well as a close temporal relationship
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Table 5 Association of ulcerative colitis with childhood
factors: multivariate analysis
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UC,9 10 a still increasing incidence of CD and a decreasing
incidence of UC,10 and the presence of unusual familial
aggregations.50–53 It is thus worth stressing that studies in
other populations are needed to confirm or refute these
results. Meanwhile, no practical conclusions should be
drawn. In particular, extensive biological and epidemiological
research has documented compelling benefits for breast fed
infants. Breast feeding should not in any case be discouraged
in young infants at the present time. In a public health
perspective, the short and long term benefits of breast
feeding overrule by far the increased risk of CD that was
observed in the present study.
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between measles infection and the development of IBD has
been suggested.28 Live attenuated measles vaccination has
also been implicated.29 Furthermore, a high risk of CD in
patients whose mothers were infected with measles around
the time of birth has been reported.30 We could not confirm
these findings. There was no difference between cases and
controls regarding exposure to measles as the wild or
attenuated virus. None of the mothers reported measles
during pregnancy. MMR vaccination was negatively associated with a risk of CD, confirming data from four large
health maintenance organisations in the USA.31 In contrast,
smallpox and poliomyelitis vaccination were associated with
an increased risk of both CD and UC.
The association between BCG and an increased risk of CD
was particularly convincing because it was dose dependent
and remained in the multivariate analysis. BCG is associated
with a Th1 immune response.32 It has been proposed that
administration of BCG early in life could protect against the
development of allergic disorders with a predominant
Th2 response.33 It is generally accepted that CD is a disorder
with a predominant Th1 immune response.1 Modulation
of the immature immune system early in life towards a
Th1 immune response could thus favour the development of
CD.
The results of this study were essentially negative with
regard to dietary factors. Sucrose supplemented milk was
associated with an increased risk of UC, thus confirming a
consistent positive association in the literature.34–39 However,
in most studies, high sugar intake could have reflected a shift
to a more palatable diet as a consequence of the illness.
Adult cigarette smoking is associated with the development of CD and protection from the development of UC.
Studies on exposure to passive smoking in childhood have
provided controversial results: association with an increased
risk of both CD and UC,40 lower incidence of UC,41 not
confirmed in another study.42 Our results do not support a
role for passive smoking on the occurrence of either UC or CD
among children and adolescents.
Several studies have suggested a protective effect of breast
feeding against the subsequent development of IBD.3 43
Certainly, the unexpected finding of our study was that
breast feeding was associated with an increased risk of CD.
Breast feeding is known to provide immunological protection
to the newborn. Delayed infections occurring at weaning may
lead to an inappropriate immune response and persistence of
intestinal inflammation. Another hypothesis may be related
to breast milk pollution in our highly industrialised area.
Drugs, industrial chemicals, and environmental contaminants can be present in breast milk.44 Ultrafine and fine
particles are potent adjuvants in antigen mediated immune
response and cause inflammation in susceptible individuals;
a relationship between microparticles and CD has recently
been considered.45–48
Finally, we have confirmed previous reports of an association between CD and childhood eczema12 49 and between UC
and disease during pregnancy.24 Non-infectious events in the
mother before delivery, including pre-eclampsia and threatened delivery, increased by 3.6-fold (2.1–6.2) the risk of IBD
in children.24 The explanation for these apparent links is
unclear.
In conclusion, this study confirms the strong risk of IBD
associated with familial disease and the protective effect for
later occurrence of UC of appendicectomy in childhood. It
provides some important negative findings regarding the role
of hygiene, some viral infections, and dietary factors. It
shows for the first time an association between IBD and
environmental factors such as drinking water, BCG, and
breast feeding. Epidemiology of IBD in our region is unique
and characterised by a much higher incidence of CD than
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